Year 4 – Summer 2 Project Homework Grid
You should complete one piece of topic homework of your choice each week as well as the science and maths task. You will also have a weekly perfect paragraph to practise. Please take time over
your homework; research it carefully and present it neatly. Each half term we will have a homework party to celebrate good homework. Each homework is worth five points.
This half term, you will need at least 120 points to earn your invitation. Remember, homework club is every Tuesday lunchtime. Drop in for help with homework and access to the Internet.

Topic – Ancient Rome (choose at least one activity)

Week 1

1)

Find an interesting paragraph
about Roman life in a book. Make
notes and then write about it in
your own words. Don’t forget to
write the title of book.

Find as many countries as
possible that the Romans invaded
as you can. Draw their flags and
write a sentence to go with each
flag.

Write a diary entry from
someone working in a Roman Villa
in Britain.

Design a job advert for someone
to work as a servant in a Roman
villa.

Draw your own Roman coins.

Write a short newspaper report
announcing the invasion of
Britain. Include a catchy
headline! (Decide whether you’re
a Roman or British newspaper
first.)

Write a secret message in Roman
numerals (with an alphabet key).

Design a Roman maze using
reflective symmetry.

Write a diary entry from
someone in a British village which
gets taken over by the Romans.

Design and make a Roman outfit
for a slave and/or a rich person.

Make a Roman shield out of
cardboard - research the style
and colours carefully.

Research the Roman Gods and
design your own God.

Create a Roman timeline. Include
any important dates and events
you have learned about.

Get someone at home to pretend
they were a Roman military
leader or you could be this
person. Conduct an interview.
Write out the questions and
answers.

Write a story with a Roman
theme, maybe something linked
to an object. This could be
present day set in museum or
linked to an artefact in your
home.

2)

Due: 12/6/17
Week 2

Make a list of objects that
the Romans used that we
still use today.
Make a list of objects that
the Romans used that we no
longer use.

Create a poster advertising a
Roman museum collection. (This
can be done on the computer.)

Due: 19/6/17
Week 3

Due: 26/6/17

Draw/paint a picture of
something from Romans times
e.g. A Roman banquet or chariot
racing. Write a caption to go
with it.

Science

Maths

For science homework this half
term, we will be giving you
different experiments to try at
home. Visit this website and
write the name of three
experiments you would like to
try.
Http://sciencebob.com/category
/experiments/

Write 10 addition problems for
money (e.g. £3.45 + £5.26) Solve
them using column method.
Challenge yourself by adding
larger amounts.

Build A Soap Powered Model
Boat

Write 10 multiplication problems
and solve them using a method of
your choice.
Challenge yourself by multiplying
larger numbers.

The Exploding Lunch Bag

What times table are you aiming
for in Mad Minutes? Write it out
and practise it at home.
Challenge yourself by inventing a
game to help you learn them.

Bend Water With Static
Electricity

Write 10 subtraction problems
for money (e.g. £6.43 - £2.25)
Solve them using column method.
Challenge yourself by
subtracting larger amounts.

Make a Paperclip Float

Write 10 division problems and
solve them using a method of
your choice.
Challenge yourself by multiplying
larger numbers.

The Incredible Hoop Glider!

Write four word problems (one
for each operation + - x ÷) and
ask someone at home to solve
them.

Week 4

Due: 3/7/17
Week 5

Due: 10/7/17
Week 6

Due: 17/7/17

